
Week   of   05/10/21   

  
Veggie   Kebabs   &   Turmeric   Rice   with   Sunflower   Sauce   

 
2   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   35   minutes   

 
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Yellow   Rice   Spice   
Gulf   Pacific   Organic   White   Rice   
Mozzarella   Company   Feta   Cheese   
Wilson   Produce   Organic   Sweet   Peppers,   washed,   stems   and   seeds   discarded   
Texas   Farm   Patch   Zucchini,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Del   Cabo   Organic   Cherry   Tomatoes,   washed   
Johnson’s   Backyard   Garden   Carrots,   washed,   ends   trimmed,   peeled   (optional)   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Creamy   Sunflower   Sauce,   stirred   well   before   serving  
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper   

  
NOTE:    The   kebabs   can   be   grilled   over   medium-high   heat   using   charcoal   or   gas.   Soak   the   skewers   for   at   
least   30   minutes.   Grill   on   a   well-oiled   grate   for   6-8   minutes,   turning   once   or   twice   to   evenly   char   and   
blister.   

  
STEP   1       Soak   the   bamboo   skewers   in   hot   water.   Arrange   the   top   oven   rack   to   approximately   6-inches   
from   the   heating   element.   

  
STEP   2     Next,   prepare   the   rice.   Chop   the   carrots   into   small   cubes,   about   ¼-inch   pieces.   Bring   1   cup   of   
water,   yellow   rice   spice,   and   2   tsp.   of   oil   to   a   boil   in   a   medium   saucepan.   Once   the   water   reaches   a   boil,   
add   rice   and   carrots.   Stir   once,   and   cover.   Reduce   heat   to   low   and   cook   for   20   minutes.   After   20   
minutes,   remove   from   heat   and   keep   covered   for   10   more   minutes.   Fluff   the   rice   with   a   fork   and   season   
with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   Cover   to   keep   warm   until   ready   to   serve.   

  
STEP   3      While   the   rice   is   cooking,   prepare   the   kebabs.   Chop   the   peppers   into   approximately   1-inch   
pieces.   Chop   the   zucchini   into   ½-inch   thick   half   moons.   Alternate   threading   whole   cherry   tomatoes,   
peppers   and   zucchini   onto   the   soaked   bamboo   skewers.   Place   kebabs   on   a   baking   sheet,   then   season   
both   sides   with   oil,   salt   and   pepper.   

  
STEP   4     Set   the   oven   to   broil.   Add   the   baking   sheet   with   kebabs   to   the   oven   and   broil   for   6-8   minutes   or   
until   veggies   crisp   tender   with   charred   and   caramelized   edges;   rotate   midway   through.   

  
STEP   5     Serve   veggie   kebabs   over   yellow   rice   with   crumbles   of   feta   cheese   and   a   dollop   of   creamy  
sunflower   sauce.   

  
Enjoy!   

  



Veggie   Kebabs   &   Turmeric   Rice   with   Sunflower   Sauce   
 

4   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   35   minutes   
 

Farmhouse   Kitchen   Yellow   Rice   Spice   
Gulf   Pacific   Organic   White   Rice   
Mozzarella   Company   Feta   Cheese   
Wilson   Produce   Organic   Sweet   Peppers,   washed,   stems   and   seeds   discarded   
Texas   Farm   Patch   Zucchini,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Del   Cabo   Organic   Cherry   Tomatoes,   washed   
Johnson’s   Backyard   Garden   Carrots,   washed,   ends   trimmed,   peeled   (optional)   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Creamy   Sunflower   Sauce,   stirred   well   before   serving   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper  
 
NOTE:    The   kebabs   can   be   grilled   over   medium-high   heat   using   charcoal   or   gas.   Soak   the   
skewers   for   at   least   30   minutes.   Grill   on   a   well-oiled   grate   for   6-8   minutes,   turning   once   or   
twice   to   evenly   char   and   blister.   
 
STEP   1       Soak   the   bamboo   skewers   in   hot   water.   Arrange   the   top   oven   rack   to   approximately   
6-inches   from   the   heating   element.   
 
STEP   2     Next,   prepare   the   rice.   Chop   the   carrots   into   small   cubes,   about   ¼-inch   pieces.   Bring   2   
cups   of   water,   yellow   rice   spice,   and   1   tbsp.   of   oil   to   a   boil   in   a   medium   saucepan.   Once   the   
water   reaches   a   boil,   add   rice   and   carrots.   Stir   once,   and   cover.   Reduce   heat   to   low   and   cook   for   
20   minutes.   After   20   minutes,   remove   from   heat   and   keep   covered   for   10   more   minutes.   Fluff   
the   rice   with   a   fork   and   season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   Cover   to   keep   warm   until   ready   to   
serve.   

  
STEP   3      While   the   rice   is   cooking,   prepare   the   kebabs.   Chop   the   peppers   into   approximately   
1-inch   pieces.   Chop   the   zucchini   into   ½-inch   thick   half   moons.   Alternate   threading   whole   
cherry   tomatoes,   peppers   and   zucchini   onto   the   soaked   bamboo   skewers.   Place   kebabs   on   a   
baking   sheet,   then   season   both   sides   with   oil,   salt   and   pepper.   

  
STEP   4     Set   the   oven   to   broil.   Add   the   baking   sheet   with   kebabs   to   the   oven   and   broil   for   6-8   
minutes   or   until   veggies   crisp   tender   with   charred   and   caramelized   edges;   rotate   midway   
through.   
 
STEP   5     Serve   veggie   kebabs   over   yellow   rice   with   crumbles   of   feta   cheese   and   a   dollop   of   
creamy   sunflower   sauce.   
 
Enjoy!   
 
 
 

  



STORAGE   &   PROCEDURE   TIPS      INGREDIENTS   BEST   USED   WITHIN   5   DAYS  
     

Sweet   Peppers   -   Store   in   a   paper   bag   inside   refrigerator   crisper   drawer   until   ready   to   use.   
 
Zucchini   -   Store   in   a   plastic   bag   in   the   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Tomatoes   -   Store   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Carrots   -   Remove   top   greens,   if   any.   Store   carrots   in   the   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator,   and   
use   within   5   days.   
 
Creamy   Sunflower   Sauce   -   Store   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
(Ingredients:   sunflower   seeds,   water,   roasted   garlic,   lemon   juice,   tahini,   sumac,   salt,   sunflower   oil)   
 
White   Rice   -   Keep   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen   until   ready   to   use.   
 
Yellow   Rice   Spice   -   Keep   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen   until   ready   to   use.   
(Ingredients:   turmeric   powder,   onion   powder,   garlic   powder,   salt)   
 
Feta   Cheese   -   Store   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
*Contains   dairy   inclusive   ingredients.   
**Prepared   in   a   facility   that   may   contain   gluten,   dairy,   egg,   nuts,   peanuts,   soy,   fish   and   
shellfish.   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



Wild   Boar   Tacos   with   Salsa   Negra   
  

2   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   45   minutes   
 

Central   Texas   Natural   Meats   Wild   Boar   Stew   Meat,   thawed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Stew   Sauce,   thawed   
El   Milagro   Tortilleria   Flour   Tortillas   
Texas   Farm   Patch   Squash,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Johnson’s   Backyard   Garden   Cilantro,   leaves   and   tender   stems   plucked,   washed   and   rinsed   well   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Salsa   Negra,   stirred   well   before   serving   
Cal-Organic   Green   Beans,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Elotes   Sauce,   stirred   well   before   serving   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper   

  
Cooking   Notes:    An   electric   pressure   cooker   (Instant   Pot)   is   suggested   for   this   recipe.   The   amount   of   
time   needed   to   stew   the   meat   until   tender   will   vary   depending   on   the   appliance   brand.   If   you   prefer,   you   
can   skip   the   searing   instructions   in   Step   1.   See   back   for   alternative   slow   cooker   instructions.   

  
STEP   1      Adjust   the   Instant   Pot   to   the   Saute   setting.   While   it   heats,   pat   the   boar   dry   with   paper   towels.   
Cut   any   larger   pieces   in   half   so   that   all   pieces   are   roughly   the   same   size,   about   1-inch.   Season   with   salt   
and   pepper.   Sear   the   boar   in   oil   until   browned   on   all   sides.   Add   the   stew   sauce   and   stir   to   combine.   

  
STEP   2      Secure   the   lid   and   move   the   valve   to   the   Sealing   setting.   Press   the   Pressure   Cook   button,   then   
use   the   +/-   button   to   adjust   the   time   to   25   minutes.   When   the   timer   on   the   Instant   Pot   beeps,   let   sit   for   
10   minutes   without   disturbing   to   naturally   release   pressure.   Then,   manually   release   the   pressure   by   
opening   the   steam   valve.   Do   not   hold   your   hand   or   look   directly   over   the   valve.   Use   a   spoon   with   a   long   
handle   to   carefully   move   the   valve   to   the   Venting   setting.   Hot,   vigorous   steam   will   immediately   release.   
You   will   know   when   the   pressure   is   fully   released   and   it’s   safe   to   remove   the   lid   when   the   valve   stops   
hissing   and   there   is   no   more   visible   steam.     

  
STEP   3     While   the   boar   is   cooking,   adjust   the   top   oven   rack   to   about   6-inches   from   the   heating   element.   
Add   the   green   beans   to   a   baking   sheet   and   season   with   oil,   salt   and   pepper,   then   broil   for   7-10   minutes   
or   until   crisp   tender   and   blistered.   Turn   once   for   even   cooking.   Wrap   the   tortillas   in   foil   and   warm   in   
the   oven   or   lightly   toast   in   a   dry   pan.   

  
STEP   4     Chop   the   squash   into   1-inch   pieces   and   add   to   the   cooked   boar.   Adjust   to   Saute   setting   and   
simmer   for   5   minutes   until   squash   is   tender.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   

  
STEP   5     Fill   warm   tortillas   with   wild   boar   and   squash.   Top   with   salsa   negra   and   chopped   cilantro.   Serve   
with   a   side   of   blistered   green   beans   with   elotes   dipping   sauce.   

  
Enjoy!   

  
  
  
  

  



Wild   Boar   Tacos   with   Salsa   Negra   
  

4   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   45   minutes   
 

Central   Texas   Natural   Meats   Wild   Boar   Stew   Meat,   thawed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Stew   Sauce,   thawed   
El   Milagro   Tortilleria   Flour   Tortillas   
Texas   Farm   Patch   Squash,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Johnson’s   Backyard   Garden   Cilantro,   leaves   and   tender   stems   plucked,   washed   and   rinsed   well   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Salsa   Negra,   stirred   well   before   serving   
Cal-Organic   Green   Beans,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Elotes   Sauce,   stirred   well   before   serving   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper   

  
Cooking   Notes:    An   electric   pressure   cooker   (Instant   Pot)   is   suggested   for   this   recipe.   The   amount   of   
time   needed   to   stew   the   meat   until   tender   will   vary   depending   on   the   appliance   brand.   If   you   prefer,   you   
can   skip   the   searing   instructions   in   Step   1.   See   back   for   alternative   slow   cooker   instructions.   

  
STEP   1      Adjust   the   Instant   Pot   to   the   Saute   setting.   While   it   heats,   pat   the   boar   dry   with   paper   towels.   
Cut   any   larger   pieces   in   half   so   that   all   pieces   are   roughly   the   same   size,   about   1-inch.   Season   with   salt   
and   pepper.   Sear   the   boar   in   oil   until   browned   on   all   sides.   Add   the   stew   sauce   and   stir   to   combine.   

  
STEP   2      Secure   the   lid   and   move   the   valve   to   the   Sealing   setting.   Press   the   Pressure   Cook   button,   then   
use   the   +/-   button   to   adjust   the   time   to   25   minutes.   When   the   timer   on   the   Instant   Pot   beeps,   let   sit   for   
10   minutes   without   disturbing   to   naturally   release   pressure.   Then,   manually   release   the   pressure   by   
opening   the   steam   valve.   Do   not   hold   your   hand   or   look   directly   over   the   valve.   Use   a   spoon   with   a   long   
handle   to   carefully   move   the   valve   to   the   Venting   setting.   Hot,   vigorous   steam   will   immediately   release.   
You   will   know   when   the   pressure   is   fully   released   and   it’s   safe   to   remove   the   lid   when   the   valve   stops   
hissing   and   there   is   no   more   visible   steam.     

  
STEP   3     While   the   boar   is   cooking,   adjust   the   top   oven   rack   to   about   6-inches   from   the   heating   element.   
Add   the   green   beans   to   a   baking   sheet   and   season   with   oil,   salt   and   pepper,   then   broil   for   7-10   minutes   
or   until   crisp   tender   and   blistered.   Turn   once   for   even   cooking.   Wrap   the   tortillas   in   foil   and   warm   in   
the   oven   or   lightly   toast   in   a   dry   pan.   

  
STEP   4     Chop   the   squash   into   1-inch   pieces   and   add   to   the   cooked   boar.   Adjust   to   Saute   setting   and   
simmer   for   5   minutes   until   squash   is   tender.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   

  
STEP   5     Fill   warm   tortillas   with   wild   boar   and   squash.   Top   with   salsa   negra   and   chopped   cilantro.   Serve   
with   a   side   of   blistered   green   beans   with   elotes   dipping   sauce.   

  
Enjoy!   

  
  
  
  

  



STORAGE   &   PROCEDURE   TIPS      INGREDIENTS   BEST   USED   WITHIN   5   DAYS  
     

Wild   Boar   -   Keep   frozen   until   24-48   hours   before   use.   Thaw   in   a   bowl   in   the   refrigerator   overnight.   
  

Stew   Sauce   -   If   using   within   2   days,   store   in   the   refrigerator.   Otherwise,   keep   frozen   and   thaw   in   the   
refrigerator   overnight.   
(Ingredients:   San   Marzano   tomatoes,   roasted   jalapenos,   blackened   garlic,   cilantro,   water,   salt,   pepper)   

  
Flour   Tortillas   -   If   not   using   immediately,   store   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   

  
Yellow   Squash   -   Store   in   a   plastic   bag   in   the   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   

  
Cilantro   -   Trim   stems,   store   upright   in   a   small   glass   of   water   and   cover   leaves   with   a   small   plastic   bag.   
Store   in   the   refrigerator,   use   within   5   days.   

  
Salsa   Negra   -   Store   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
(Ingredients:   blackened   red   onion,   blackened   garlic,   blackened   tomato,   blackened   jalapeno,   toasted   New   Mexican   
chile   pepper,   ancho   chile   powder,   cumin,   worcestershire   sauce,   salt,   pepper)   

  
Green   Beans   -   Store   in   the   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   

  
Elotes   Sauce   -   Store   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
(Ingredients:   mayonnaise,   lime   juice,   green   onions,   feta   cheese)   
 
*Contains   gluten,   egg,   fish   or   shellfish   inclusive   ingredients.   
**Prepared   in   a   facility   that   may   contain   gluten,   dairy,   egg,   nuts,   peanuts,   soy,   fish   and   
shellfish.   

  
ALTERNATIVE   SLOW   COOKER   INSTRUCTIONS   
Place   a   large   skillet   over   medium-heat.   While   the   pan   is   heating,   pat   the   meat   dry   with   paper   towels.   
Cut   any   larger   pieces   in   half   so   that   all   pieces   are   roughly   the   same   size,   about   1-inch.   Season   with   salt   
and   pepper.   Sear   the   meat   in   oil   until   browned   on   all   sides,   then   remove   pan   from   heat.   (You   may   need   
to   sear   the   meat   in   batches   depending   on   the   size   of   your   pan.)   Add   the   sauce   and   stir   with   a   wooden   
spoon   to   scrape   and   loosen   the   flavorful   brown   crust   that   has   developed.   Add   the   meat   and   sauce   to   the   
slow   cooker   insert.   Cook   for   4-5   hours   on   high   or   6-7   hours   on   low.   About   30   minutes   before   serving,   
add   the   chopped   squash   and   simmer   until   tender.   Prepare   the   green   beans   and   serve   per   Steps   3   &   5.   

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



Greek   Beef   Meatballs   with   Quinoa   &   Feta   Tzatziki   
 

2   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   30   minutes   
 
K   &   C   Cattle   Co.   Ground   Beef,   thawed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Greek   Spices   
Del   Cabo   Organic   Cherry   Tomatoes,   washed   
Hat   &   Heart   Farm   Radishes,   greens   and   root   end   trimmed,   washed   
Farmshare   Austin   Romaine   Lettuce,   leaves   washed   and   dried   well   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Tzatziki,   stirred   well   before   use   
Lundberg   Family   Farms   Organic   Quinoa   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper  
 
Preheat   oven   to   425 ° F   degrees   and   arrange   oven   rack   to   middle   position.   

  
STEP   1       Rinse   quinoa   in   a   fine   mesh   colander   before   cooking.   Add   quinoa   to   a   sauce   pot   with   ¾   
cups   of   water   and   a   large   pinch   of   salt.   Place   over   medium-high   heat   and   bring   to   a   boil.   
Reduce   heat   to   medium   and   cook   for   10   to   15   minutes   or   until   tender   and   liquid   has   absorbed.   
Fluff   with   a   fork.   Season   with   additional   salt   to   taste.   Cover   and   set   aside   until   ready   to   serve.     
 
STEP   2      While   the   quinoa   is   cooking,   thoroughly   combine   the   Greek   spices   with   the   ground   
beef.   Form   14-16   meatballs,   about   the   size   of   a   ping   pong   ball.   Add   the   meatballs   to   a   foil   lined   
baking   sheet   that’s   been   lightly   oiled.   Roast   the   meatballs   in   the   preheated   oven   for   15-20  
minutes   or   until   the   internal   temperature   reaches   160°F.     

  
STEP   3       Prepare   the   vegetables   while   the   meatballs   are   roasting.   Quarter   or   halve   the   tomatoes.   
Thinly   slice   the   radishes   into   half   moons   or   matchsticks.   Wash   and   dry   the   lettuce   leaves,   then   
tear   into   bite   sized   pieces   or   ribbons.   Set   the   vegetables   aside   until   ready   to   serve.   

  
STEP   4     Serve   the   crisp   vegetables   and   Greek   meatballs   over   the   warm   quinoa.   Dollop   the   
tzatziki   over   top.   
 
Enjoy!   
 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



Greek   Beef   Meatballs   with   Quinoa   &   Feta   Tzatziki   
 

4   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   30   minutes   
 
K   &   C   Cattle   Co.   Ground   Beef,   thawed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Greek   Spices   
Del   Cabo   Organic   Cherry   Tomatoes,   washed   
Hat   &   Heart   Farm   Radishes,   greens   and   root   end   trimmed,   washed   
Farmshare   Austin   Romaine   Lettuce,   leaves   washed   and   dried   well   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Tzatziki,   stirred   well   before   use   
Lundberg   Family   Farms   Organic   Quinoa   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper  
 
Preheat   oven   to   425 ° F   degrees   and   arrange   oven   rack   to   middle   position.   

  
STEP   1       Rinse   quinoa   in   a   fine   mesh   colander   before   cooking.   Add   quinoa   to   a   sauce   pot   with   1   
½   cups   of   water   and   a   large   pinch   of   salt.   Place   over   medium-high   heat   and   bring   to   a   boil.   
Reduce   heat   to   medium   and   cook   for   10   to   15   minutes   or   until   tender   and   liquid   has   absorbed.   
Fluff   with   a   fork.   Season   with   additional   salt   to   taste.   Cover   and   set   aside   until   ready   to   serve.     
 
STEP   2      While   the   quinoa   is   cooking,   thoroughly   combine   the   Greek   spices   with   the   ground   
beef.   Form   28-32   meatballs,   about   the   size   of   a   ping   pong   ball.   Add   the   meatballs   to   a   foil   lined   
baking   sheet   that’s   been   lightly   oiled.   Roast   the   meatballs   in   the   preheated   oven   for   15-20  
minutes   or   until   the   internal   temperature   reaches   160°F.     

  
STEP   3       Prepare   the   vegetables   while   the   meatballs   are   roasting.   Quarter   or   halve   the   tomatoes.   
Thinly   slice   the   radishes   into   half   moons   or   matchsticks.   Wash   and   dry   the   lettuce   leaves,   then   
tear   into   bite   sized   pieces   or   ribbons.   Set   the   vegetables   aside   until   ready   to   serve.   

  
STEP   4     Serve   the   crisp   vegetables   and   Greek   meatballs   over   the   warm   quinoa.   Dollop   the   
tzatziki   over   top.   
 
Enjoy!   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
  
  
  

  



STORAGE   &   PROCEDURE   TIPS      INGREDIENTS   BEST   USED   WITHIN   5   DAYS  
     

Ground   Beef   -   Keep   frozen   until   24-48   hrs   before   ready   to   use.   Thaw   in   a   bowl   in   the   
refrigerator   overnight.   
 
Tomatoes    -   Store   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Radishes   -    Store   in   crisper   drawer   of   refrigerator   in   an   airtight   container,   wrapped   in   a   damp   
paper   towel.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Lettuce    -   Store   in   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator   in   an   airtight   container,   wrapped   in   a   dry   
paper   towel.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Greek   Meatball   Spice     -   Store   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen.   Use   within   5   days.   
(Ingredients:   garlic   powder,   Mexican   oregano,   dried   red   chile   flake,   dried   dill,   dried   parsley,   dried   basil,   salt)   
 
Tzatziki   -   Store   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.     
(Ingredients:   Greek   yogurt,   garlic,   lemon   juice,   cucumber,   mint,   salt)   

  
Quinoa   -   Store   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen.   
 
*Contains   dairy   inclusive   ingredients.   
**Prepared   in   a   facility   that   may   contain   gluten,   dairy,   egg,   nuts,   peanuts,   soy,   fish   and   
shellfish.   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



Chile-Lime   Peanut   Roasted   Chicken   
 

2   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   35   minutes   
 

Cooks   Venture   Pasture-raised   Chicken   Thigh   &   Drumsticks,   thawed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Chile-Lime   Peanut   Sauce   
Cal-Organic   Green   Beans,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Villa   Klehr   Farm   Sweet   Potatoes,   washed   and   scrubbed,   peeled   (optional)   
Gundermann   Acres   Green   Onions,   washed,   root   end   trimmed   
Gulf   Pacific   Organic   White   Rice   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper  
 
Preheat   oven   to   425 °    F   degrees   and   arrange   oven   rack   to   top   and   middle   position.   
 
STEP   1       Bring   1   cup   of   water,   a   big   pinch   of   salt,   and   2   tsp.   of   oil   to   a   boil   in   a   medium   
saucepan.   Once   the   water   reaches   a   boil,   add   rice,   stir   once,   and   cover.   Reduce   heat   to   low   and   
cook   for   20   minutes.   After   20   minutes,   remove   from   heat   and   keep   covered   for   10   more   
minutes.   Fluff   the   rice   with   a   fork   and   cover   to   keep   warm   until   ready   to   serve.   

  
STEP   2      Next,   pat   the   chicken   dry   with   paper   towels.   Add   to   a   large,   foil   or   parchment-lined   
baking   sheet.   Season   all   sides   with   oil,   salt   and   pepper.   Arrange   the   chicken   pieces    skin   side   up   
with   at   least   2   inches   in   between.   Roast   for   25-30   minutes   or   until   the   internal   temperature   
reaches   165 ° F   when   measured   at   the   thickest   part.   Broil   for   3   minutes   for   crispier   skin,   if   
desired.   

  
STEP   3      Meanwhile,   prepare   the   vegetables.   Thinly   slice   the   green   onions   and   set   aside.   Chop   
the   sweet   potatoes   into   medium-sized   cubes,   about   1-inch   pieces.   Trim   the   ends   from   the   green   
beans   and   leave   whole.   Add   potatoes   and   green   beans   to   a   baking   sheet.   Toss   with   oil,   salt   and   
pepper.   Roast   for   15-20   minutes   or   until   tender   and   caramelized,   turning   midway   through.   
 
STEP   4     Warm   the   chile-lime   peanut   sauce   in   a   small   saucepan   over   medium-low   heat,   stirring   
occasionally   to   prevent   scorching.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   
 
STEP   5     Serve   the   roasted   chicken   and   vegetables   over   rice,   and   spoon   the   warm   chile-lime   
peanut   sauce   over   top   or   enjoy   as   a   dipping   sauce.   Garnish   with   sliced   green   onions.   
 
Enjoy!   
 

  
  
  
  
  

  



Chile-Lime   Peanut   Roasted   Chicken   
 

4   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   35   minutes   
 

Cooks   Venture   Pasture-raised   Chicken   Thigh   &   Drumsticks,   thawed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Chile-Lime   Peanut   Sauce   
Cal-Organic   Green   Beans,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Villa   Klehr   Farm   Sweet   Potatoes,   washed   and   scrubbed,   peeled   (optional)   
Gundermann   Acres   Green   Onions,   washed,   root   end   trimmed   
Gulf   Pacific   Organic   White   Rice   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper  
 
Preheat   oven   to   425 °    F   degrees   and   arrange   oven   rack   to   top   and   middle   position.   
 
STEP   1       Bring   2   cups   of   water,   a   big   pinch   of   salt,   and   1   tbsp.   of   oil   to   a   boil   in   a   medium   
saucepan.   Once   the   water   reaches   a   boil,   add   rice,   stir   once,   and   cover.   Reduce   heat   to   low   and   
cook   for   20   minutes.   After   20   minutes,   remove   from   heat   and   keep   covered   for   10   more   
minutes.   Fluff   the   rice   with   a   fork   and   cover   to   keep   warm   until   ready   to   serve.   

  
STEP   2      Next,   pat   the   chicken   dry   with   paper   towels.   Add   to   a   large,   foil   or   parchment-lined   
baking   sheet.   Season   all   sides   with   oil,   salt   and   pepper.   Arrange   the   chicken   pieces    skin   side   up   
with   at   least   2   inches   in   between.   Roast   for   25-30   minutes   or   until   the   internal   temperature   
reaches   165 ° F   when   measured   at   the   thickest   part.   Broil   for   3   minutes   for   crispier   skin,   if   
desired.   

  
STEP   3      Meanwhile,   prepare   the   vegetables.   Thinly   slice   the   green   onions   and   set   aside.   Chop   
the   sweet   potatoes   into   medium-sized   cubes,   about   1-inch   pieces.   Trim   the   ends   from   the   green   
beans   and   leave   whole.   Add   potatoes   and   green   beans   to   a   baking   sheet.   Toss   with   oil,   salt   and   
pepper.   Roast   for   15-20   minutes   or   until   tender   and   caramelized,   turning   midway   through.   
 
STEP   4     Warm   the   chile-lime   peanut   sauce   in   a   small   saucepan   over   medium-low   heat,   stirring   
occasionally   to   prevent   scorching.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   
 
STEP   5     Serve   the   roasted   chicken   and   vegetables   over   rice,   and   spoon   the   warm   chile-lime   
peanut   sauce   over   top   or   enjoy   as   a   dipping   sauce.   Garnish   with   sliced   green   onions.   
 
Enjoy!   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



STORAGE   &   PROCEDURE   TIPS      INGREDIENTS   BEST   USED   WITHIN   5   DAYS  
     

Chicken   Thighs   &   Drumsticks   -   Keep   frozen   until   24-48   hours   before   use.   Thaw   in   a   bowl   in   
the   refrigerator   overnight.   
 
Chile-Lime   Peanut   Sauce   -   If   using   within   2   days,   store   in   the   refrigerator.   Otherwise,   keep   
frozen   and   thaw   in   the   refrigerator   overnight.   
(Ingredients:   lime   juice,   roasted   garlic,   roasted   yellow   onion,   roasted   ginger,   peanuts,   fish   sauce,   sambal   oelek,   
cilantro,   coconut   milk,   salt)   
 
Green   Beans   -   Store   in   the   bag   in   which   they   came   in   the   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator.   Use   
within   5   days.   
 
Sweet   Potatoes    -   Store   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Green   Onions   -   Store   upright   in   a   glass   of   water,   plastic   bag   covering   the   green   stalks,   in   the   
fridge.   
 
White   Rice   -   Keep   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen   until   ready   to   use.     
 
*Contains   tree   nut   (coconut),   nut   (peanut),   fish   or   shellfish   inclusive   ingredients.   
**Prepared   in   a   facility   that   may   contain   gluten,   dairy,   egg,   nuts,   peanuts,   soy,   fish   and   
shellfish.   
 

  
  

 
 

  
  
  
  

 
  

  


